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Abstract
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the color of primary teeth, and study how to develop a model shade guide for primary teeth. A concise synopsis on color and the esthetics of primary teeth has been obtainable. Young children and their parents’ craving for an esthetically amusing smile were pointed out. Fundamental information on mechanisms of tooth color perception, color notation systems, and working ideology of instruments for tooth color measurement were subsequently provided. Issues related to color variety and allocation of primary teeth were underlined in the last section. It was accomplished that color of primary teeth appears to be much more important than conventionally thought. Supplementary research and its scientific function should be measured in order to improve the esthetics of restorations on primary teeth.
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Introduction
Young children and their parents’ comparable aspiration an esthetically pleasant smile. In fact, children as young as three years of age are capable to discriminate between gorgeous and unappealing peers [1]. Superficial attributes and appearance influence a child’s impression of and reaction to other [2]. It was suggested that the need or demand for esthetic dentistry may be extensive based and surpass formulaic perceptions [3]. In a study that assessed dentists’ and parents’ perceptions of health, esthetics, and treatment of maxillary primary incisors, all groups (dentists and parents) considered incisor steel crowns esthetically unacceptable and unhealthy, although they have been shown to be effective restorations [4]. A total of 83% of dentists favored no treatment of discolored primary incisors, while 71% of parents favored treatment. The poor esthetics of anterior steel crowns is evidenced by methods to improve their appearance with composite veneering. Parents articulated concerned about poor esthetics, and children reported being teased; among children aged 9 to 13 years, dental features were the fourth most common reason for teasing after height, weight, and hair [5,6].

Tooth Color Perception
The phenomenon of color is a psychophysical response to the physical communication of luminosity energy with an object, and the subjective experience of an individual observer. Three factors manipulate the perception of color, namely, the light source, the object being viewed, and the observer viewing the object [7,8].

The color and exterior of teeth is a multifaceted phenomenon, with many factors such as illumination conditions, translucency, opacity, light scattering, gloss, and the human eye and brain influencing the overall perception of tooth color. The color of a tooth is resolve by the mutual effects of inherent and extrinsic colorations [9,10]. Intrinsic tooth color is associated with the light scattering and absorption properties of the enamel and dentin. Extrinsic color is linked with the amalgamation of materials (e.g. tea, chlorhexidine, and iron salts) onto the surface of enamel, and in particular the pellicle coating, which ultimately cause extrinsic stain. The color of a tooth is also determined by a combination of its optical properties. When light encounters a tooth, part of it is transmitted and another part is reflected (surface and volume reflection; specular and diffuse reflection). Non-white color is principally a result of assimilation along these path lengths and the absorption coefficient of the tooth tissues [11-13].

Color Notation Systems
A major problem frequently arises when attempting to communicate colors to others. To this end a number of color scales have been developed. Color can be described according to the Munsell color space in terms of hue, value, and chroma one to distinguish between different families of color, for example, reds, blues, and greens. Value indicates the lightness of a color ranging from pure black to pure white. Chroma describes the strength, intensity of vividness of a color [14-16].

The Commission International de L’Eclairage (CIE), an organization devoted to standardization in areas such as color and appearance, defined in 1931 a standards light source, developed a standard observer, and enable the calculation of tristimulus values, which represent how the human visual system responds to a given color. IN 1976, the CIE further defined a color space, CIE L*a*b*, that supports the accepted theory of opponent process. The opponent color theory suggests process [17]. The opponent color theory suggests that there are three opponents’ channels: red versus green, blue versus yellow, and black versus white (the latter type is related to rods, achromatic, and detects light, dark variation). Responses to one color of an opponent channel are antagonistic to those to the other color [18].

The CIE L*a*b* color space represents a uniform color space, with equal distances corresponding to equal perceived color differences. In this three-dimensional color space, the three axes are L*, a*, b*. The L* value is a measure of the lightness of an objective and is quantified on a scale such that a perfect black has an L* value zero, and perfect reflecting diffuser an L* value 100. The a* value is a measure of redness (positive a*) or greenness (negative a*). The b* value is a measure of yellowness (positive b*) or blueness (negative b*). The a* and b* coordinates approach zero for neutral colors (white, grays),
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and increase in magnitude for more chromatic or intense colors. The advantage of the CIE L*a*b* system is that color differences can be expresses in units that can be related to visual perception and clinical significance [19].

**Dimension of Tooth Color**

The dimension of tooth color is possible via a number of methods including visual assessment with shade guides, spectrophotometry, colorimetry, and computer analysis of digital images. Instruments such as spectrophotometers and colorimeters have been used in industrial and research settings for the measurement of color of a wide range of materials and substrates. Spectrophotometers are most widely used for measuring surface colors. Spectrophotometers measures one wavelength at a time from the reflectance or transmittance of an object, and have been used to measure the visible spectra of extracted and vital teeth [20].

They are repeatedly used for eminence organize and recipe formulation. They can also evaluate metamerism (a pair of specimens match under one set of illuminant and observer conditions, but mismatch under another set of conditions). Colorimeters have color filters that estimated the spectral function of the standards observer’s eye and are generally designed to measure color in X,Y,Z tristimulus terms or in CIE L*a*b* values. Much of the dental research on the natural color of teeth in vitro and in vivo has been conducted with colorimeter. Colorimeter measurements have been compared with spectrophotometer readings and deemed reliable and accurate for color difference measurements. In general, colorimeters are easy to use and less expensive than spectrophotometers. However, the instrumental agreement and repeatability of the instrument is poor due to the aging of the detectors (filters) and poor reproducibility of the filters to agree with CIE color matching functions. In addition, the colorimeter cannot be used to quantify metamerism. Another approach for measuring tooth color is via computer analysis of photographic images. This approach has been productively used to evaluate the bleaching effects of peroxide-containing products over time and expressing the color changes in terms of CIE L*a*b* values [19-21].

**Color of Primary Teeth**

Although color range of human teeth has been reported by numerous investigators, no dependable catalog of tooth color presently exists for the primary dentition. Clark published the first study on color ranges of natural teeth, with the following Munsell H/V/C values: 6YR to 9.3Y, 4 to 8, and 0 to 7 respectively. In vivo measurement of maxillary anterior teeth with a colorimeter showed that: 1) tooth color was best represented by its middle third, 2) women’s teeth in general were lighter, less chromatic, and less reddish colored than men’s, 3) aging produced darker and more reddish teeth 4) cuspid teeth were darker than central or lateral incisors, and 5) central incisors had the highest lightness [18-21].

Primary teeth are frequently measured lighter than continuing teeth, but only a few studies on color of primary frontal teeth of 60 Japanese children was evaluated by various measuring devices. Based on these results, the primary anterior tooth surface color was found to be very light. A few shades of are available for restoring primary teeth. In a study measuring parental satisfaction was most often related to the color of the restorations. Color analysis revealed that the colors of the White Steel Crown and Kinder Crown Pedo 1 were substantially different from the color of the primary anterior teeth of Japanese Children. Color analysis also revealed that the colors of esthetic anterior primary crowns were substantially different from the color of the primary anterior teeth of Japanese children. Evaluation of primary teeth color for thee different ethnic groups (AA, C, and H) in the United States were among African-American and Hispanic patients). A comparison of four shades from four different shade guides with primary tooth color of African-American, Caucasian, and Hispanic Children revealed significant differences among both shades and ethnic groups [10,13,15,19,20].

**Results**

L*a*b*C’h values for primary teeth were 82.5, 0.2, 18.3, 18.4, and 89.4 respectively. The most habitually selected shades were A1 (46%), A2 (25%), and B2 (11%). Canines had the highest lightness. Maxillary canines had the lowest a* values, whereas mandibular primary incisors had the highest a* values. Molars were the most chromatic (having the highest b* values), followed by canines and primary incisors in decreasing order. Coverage error (AEC E COV*) of Vitapan Classical was 4.2 (±1.9 SD) [21-24].

**Conclusion**

Color of primary teeth appears to be much more significant than traditionally believed. Supplementary research and its scientific application should be performed in order to improve the esthetics of restoration of primary teeth.

Among primary teeth, the widest ranges, in order, were recorded for:

- **Lightness**
- **Chroma**
- **Hue**

Three Vitapan Classical shades were the best match for 82% of primary teeth. Color differences among the same patient’s teeth underline the need for an individual approach in color matching and reproduction of primary teeth.
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